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Promoting Social Strengths and 
Positive Behaviour
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Developing Social Strengths

• Social and emotional development includes

– Learning how to understand and get on with other 
people

– Making friends

– Behaving in socially acceptable ways

– Understanding and managing feelings

• Benefit from playing with other children who 
can model social behaviour – school settings
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Developing Social Strengths

• Not all children with Down syndrome have 
challenging behaviour!

• Children with Down syndrome have strengths 
in social functioning 

– Interested in others

– Good imitation skills

• High expectations – age appropriate 
behaviour
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Developing Social Strengths

• Children with Down syndrome are usually very 
social from the early years

• They often spend more time engaging with 
people 

– Develops social learning 

– Relating to others

– May resist some learning opportunities due to 
interest in people
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Strategies to promote positive behaviour

• Tell the child what you want them to do not 
what you don’t want them to do

– Do they understand negatives?

– You are only reminding them!

• Prepare for transitions

– Give warnings

– Clear end to activity where possible

• Tell them why/what’s next
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Managing challenging behaviour

• Matching evidence based intervention 
strategies with the specific challenges 

• Some characteristics increase the likelihood of 
challenging behaviour
– Desire to escape tasks

– Impaired communication skills

– ?enhanced social motivation

• All these factors can be exacerbated by 
additional factors – illness, sleep
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Desire to escape tasks

• Avoiding learning tasks

• Interferes with skill development

• ‘cute party tricks’

• Challenging behaviour

• Using social functioning strengths from early

• ?weakness in reading other’s emotions

• ?Enough support
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Impaired Communication Systems

• Receptive delays
– Have they understood 

– Can they remember

• Expressive difficulties
– Lack of appropriate responses

– May be reduced social interaction

• Speech clarity and intelligibility issues
– Efforts aren’t working

– Frustrated 
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Enhanced social motivation

• From very young may try to opt out
– Diverting attention – actions, asking questions

– Negative behaviours – those we may see as 
negative may be serving the purpose

– Seeking alternative positive attention

• Behaviours may emerge at a young age and be 
maintained throughout childhood – if not 
addressed

• Behaviour is the biggest barrier to inclusion
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When to intervene

• Many young children demonstrate some 
challenging behaviours

• The line between typical behaviours and those 
that are, or are likely to become, problematic 
behaviours

– Those that interfere with social relationships

– Cause injury to self or others

– Prevent acquisition of new skills
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Understanding the function

• Behaviours serve a function

• The consequences will lead to a reduction or 
an increase of the behaviour

• Not all behaviours will go on to be 
problematic

• Common behaviours include:
– Early escape behaviours

– Self-stimulatory behaviours

– Inappropriate attention seeking behaviours
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Tackling early escape behaviours

• Adjusting the difficulty of the task

• Errorless learning strategies

• Consequence strategies – reinforcement

Leading to 

• Decreased escape behaviour

• Increased engagement in target

• Increased attention
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Self- stimulatory behaviours

• Reasons for behaviour include:

– The response feeling

– Internal stimuli

• Interrupt the routine

• Model and prompt an alternative behaviour

• Reinforce the appropriate behaviour
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Impaired Communication Systems

• Teaching requesting/initiating behaviours

– Gesture, pointing, vocalisation

– Teaching to use questions, ask for help

– Telling others no/stop

• Prompting more appropriate responses

• Initiating before the behaviour occurs

• Reducing requesting attention through the 
use of challenging behaviour
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When challenging behaviour occurs

• First response – whatever you would normally 
do!

• If this doesn’t work

1. Emotionally ignore – withdraw attention 
from the child (may need to move away)

2. Praise others/self for appropriate behaviour

3. Offer the child an opportunity for 
appropriate behaviour and reward
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Managing behaviour

• Identify the behaviour(s) you want to change
– Don’t try and change too much at once

– Pick your battles!!

• Identify the patterns in behaviour
– Keep an ABC chart/diary

– Why is it happening?

– Number of occurrences

– Patterns

• Prevention
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The ABC of behaviour
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consequence

reward

result

reinforcer

Behaviour

cue

signal

trigger

stimulus

Managing behaviour

• Teach a replacement behaviour

• When the unwanted behaviour occurs
– Take time to ensure a clear plan is in place

– Consistency – across setting and across 
adults/children

• Reward positive behaviour as soon as possible

• Measure success
– Be prepared for things to get worse INITIALLY

– Record of frequency/severity/pattern of the unwanted 
behaviour AND the replacement behaviour.  Review.  
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Additional strategies

• Prepare children

– What’s going to happen

– Give warnings

– Visual timetables

• Teach children a specific situation

– Social stories

– A set of rules

• Give the children jobs/responsibilities
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Rewards and Motivators

• Must be motivating to the child

• Allow some choices

• Use ‘building’ rewards 

– Can see success and moving towards reward

– ?take away

– Use a model

– Model the reward! 
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Common adult behaviour

• Avoid discussion

• Consider ‘saying sorry’

• Give clear, short instruction and/or offer a choice

• Follow through!

• Be consistent

• Use tone of voice and facial expression

• What is the class reward/sanction system? – does 
it need adapting
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Discussion about behaviour

• How are you sharing information?

• The bad news book/playground meet
– Discussion in front of others/child

– Needs to be appropriate

– What is the purpose

– How should parent/school respond

– Remember to record the good! (Replacement)

• Measuring behaviour is important – needs to 
be reviewed 
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Teaching positive social behaviours

• Social competence is essential for becoming 
independent, building friendships and later life 
skills

• Social understanding and social interactive skills 
are often an area of strength

• Developing friendships will be affected by social 
independence, speech and language skills and 
developmental level

• Social development will be influenced by 
personality/temperament, experiences and 
attitudes of others
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Friendships

• Reciprocal friendships – sharing experiences, 
helping each other, equal friendships

• Ensuring access to all social activities

• Inclusion will need support
– The role of friends and peers

– The role of older children

– Adult support

– Additional funding

• Social inclusion is a whole school issue
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Developing play skills

• Play partners for longer

• Using scaffolding

• Errorless learning techniques

• Enough support to complete a task and be 
successful – developing persistence and 
motivation

• May need support to move onto the next steps –
some repetitive play behaviours

• Reducing/removing support
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Play skills

• Teach useful speech and language skills

– Help/no/stop/my turn

– Can I play/what are you playing/will you share

– How to initiate play and interactions

– Emotions 

– The latest craze!

• May need to teach the other children what to 
look for
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Teach speech and language skills
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I don’t want to thanks 

Will you play  

cars

Friendships

• Remember friendships and play opportunities with 
others provide fun ways to spend time.

• Playing with others may be hard work – ‘downtime’ 
is just as important too. 

• Shared play and leisure activities provide learning 
opportunities as well social learning opportunities. 

• Children find out how to co-operate together and to 
be part of a group. 

• They learn about themselves from the feedback and 
reactions of their friends and their peer group.
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Supporting friendships

• Some children with Down syndrome will make 
friends and be included in playground games 
without any extra planning particularly in 
primary school

• Most will need some structured activities put 
into place

• The activity should be one the child can do 
competently
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Strategies for supporting friendships

• Providing equipment - active games that rely 
less on language

• Teach playground games

• Role play and acting out

• Circle of friends

• Include more than one child in an activity

• Make activities fun!
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“Children with Down syndrome who can express 
themselves more clearly and competently and 
who know how to cope on large school sites, 
use the canteen and generally have age-
appropriate behaviour are considerably 
socially advantaged”
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Education Survey

A survey of the educational experiences of children with 
Down syndrome currently in UK schools.

Education Survey Link:  http://j.mp/2WSro9l
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